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Acute and chronic stress can
• Affect executive function skills. 
• Enhance emotional issues. 
• Suppress IQ and reading scores. 
• Foster memory loss and brain cell atrophy.
• Discourage students from trying because then they can’t fail.
• Encourage impulsive and aggressive behaviors.
• Impair good judgment.
• Lead to students forgetting, even after just reading a sentence.

There has been a good deal of research on the power of hope and optimism. A 
pioneer is Martin Seligman, also known as the “father of positive psychology.” 
His research (Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi, 2000) suggests that hopefulness can 
be taught. Some strategies that build hope include

• Using daily affirmations (both verbally stated and posted on walls).
• Asking to hear students’ hopes and offering reinforcement of those hopes.
• Telling students specifically why they can succeed.
• Providing needed academic resources (e.g., paper and pencils, computer time).
• Helping students to set goals and build goal-getting skills.
• Telling true stories of hope about people to whom students can relate.
• Offering help, encouragement, and caring as often as needed.
• Teaching students life skills in small daily chunks.
• Avoiding complaining about students’ deficits. If they don’t have it, teach it!
• Treating all the kids in your class as potentially gifted.
• Building academic, emotional, and social assets in students.
Source: Adapted from Jensen, 2009, pp. 115–116

IMPLEMENT 24/7 HOPE
The good news is that stress reduction skills are all teachable. 
1  High-quality relationships—those with empathy, kindness, 

and caring—lower student stress. Build those high-quality 
relationships with students. 

2  Give students more control. Give students a choice in 
leadership roles (“Can you be in charge of classroom energizers 
this week?”), self-assessing (students have access to their own data and learn to 
develop “what to do next” strategies), and curriculum (students make choices in 
how they learn and how they would like to show their knowledge and skill: paper, 
demonstration, build a project, etc.).

3  Give students a voice in class (written and verbal). Honor student vision and 
goals. “Having a voice” means you believe that the students belong in an  
academic climate, they are worthy, and they have something of value to say. 
Having a voice gives them more control over their own choices.

4  Teach students how to manage their own stress (e.g., use better self-talk; change 
the narrative in your head; practice slow, deep breaths; take a walk; use smooth, 
slow movements). 
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